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TMI CHAVERIM HUMAN BINGO!!! – Card 4 

Has lied about their 
age 

Hugged someone 
you loved this week 

Is a professional 
artist 

Is actively working 
on the middah of 

simplicity 
Has a green thumb Lives alone 

Recently 
decluttered one 

space 

Complimented 
someone today 

Lights Shabbat 
candles weekly 

Prays daily 
Loves classical 

music 
Favorite decade is 

the 70’s 

Pasta is favorite 
food 

Is a professional 
therapist 

Makom Chofshei 
“Free Space 

Journals daily 
Lives on East Coast 

of US 
Sings in the shower 

Has had a 
transcendent divine 

experience of 
love/ahava 

Is a member of the 
clergy (Jewish or 

otherwise) 
Speaks Yiddish Has a dog 

Prefers lake over 
beach 

Has been to Israel 

Complimented 
themselves today 

Reads Hebrew 
fluently 

Was raised as a 
Conservative Jew 

Has broken a bone 
Is under 40 years 

old 
Is oldest in the 

family 

 

Brings up Mussar in 
every conversation 

Has saved a life 
Was raised as a 

Reform Jew 
Lives in Europe 

Prefers silver over 
gold 

Tamed a negative 
thought today 



 
KALLAH 2023 SOCIAL HOUR 

MONDAY, JANUARY 30TH, 6:15-7:15 PM (ET) 
 

TMI CHAVERIM HUMAN BINGO – WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW! 
 
Please join us for an hour of light fun with a getting-to-know-you game of CHAVERIM HUMAN 
BINGO – low stress and no previous experience required!!  
 
To Do in Advance:  

• Be sure to participate from a desktop or laptop computer; you may have difficulty moving in 
and out of breakout rooms from a tablet or iPhone. 

• You will find a link to the appropriate bingo card pdf on your Monday (1/30) ticket page.  
• Please download and print out the BINGO GAME CARD that corresponds to the first initial of 

your LAST NAME (i.e., Copes-Finke = C).  
 
Here’s what you need to know: 
 
1. We have designed eight different randomized game cards with 6 rows and 6 columns each. Each 

card has one randomly placed Free Space, (or “Makom Chofshei” in Hebrew).  

 

2. Each of the squares on your game card has different personal details, such as “Has a dog” or 
“Loves poetry” or “Journals daily.”  

 

3. The objective of Chaverim Human Bingo is to interview people to find matches to the personal 
details on your cards, and to get to know members of our community!  You win if you’re the first 
to get matches that form a “line bingo” of 6 squares in a row that are either vertical, horizontal, 
or diagonal without duplicating names.  

 

4. When play begins, we will divide you up into random breakout groups of no more than 10 
people and give you 9 minutes to interview each other to find as many matches as you can on 
your game card and will then bring you back to the full room before sending you back out to 
another breakout room. We will repeat this at least 3 times with three more random breakout 
groups of not more than 10 people to give you a chance to meet new people and match more 
squares! 

 
5. We’re giving out several prizes today: 1) the first place prize is a free TMI course of your choice, 

2) the second place prize is a personally signed collection of Alan Morinis’ books, and 3) the third 



 
place prize is a collection of MussART designs by our own Miriam Goodman, a spiritual guide, 
facilitator, and outstanding artist. We also are offering three “runner up” prizes of a 25% discount 
on a TMI course of your choice. 

 

6. In the case of an apparent tie, Rivka and Leslie will consult and determine who was the first 
person to leave their breakout room, show up in the group room, and announce “bingo”. 

 

7. The winners will be officially announced at 8:00pm on Monday night following that evening’s 
keynote address, and the winning prizes will be distributed promptly following the Kallah. 

 
A Few Key Game Reminders and Rules to Ponder: 
 
• “Kavod/Honor” Code Applies, with honest answers, compassionate interaction, and respectful 

competition.  
 
• As soon as you get a “yes” match, make sure to write the name of the person who matched in 

that square – you will need the name to qualify for a win! 
 

• Your winning 6 square “line bingo” must have 6 different people in each of the squares!  
 

• When you get bingo, leave the breakout room immediately* and let Rivka and Leslie know. We 
will then send a message to all the breakout rooms to let everyone know that BINGO (#1, 2, 3) 
has been won.  

 

• *INSTRUCTIONS FOR HOW to leave the breakout room and join the main session: Click 
Breakout Rooms in your meeting controls. This will display the list of open breakout rooms 
created by the host. Click Leave Room to return to the main session. 
 

THE MUSSAR CHALLENGE? 
How will the breakout groups share space respectfully and 

efficiently to optimize everyone having a chance to ask questions 
and provide answers?  


